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EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
SEPTEMBER,2021
OUTDOOR YOUTH FESTIIVAL "EXPERIENCING COOPERATION"

There is no better way for "experiencing cooperation" than bringing young people in one place
- on a youth festival. On 18.09.2021 the city of Valandovo was the "epicenter" that gathered
more than 100 youngsters from North Macedonia and Greece on the Outdoor Youth Festival
"Experiencing cooperation". The Festival was held in the park in front of the Contact Info Point
"Paperclip" in Valandovo and aimed to highlight the cultural aspects of the bilateral
cooperation through cultural activities for the youth such as: treasure hunting, hiking tour,
pomegranate tour, planting session, street food festival, dance session, graffiti time, movie
session and back to back DJs set.

The festival is part of the second phase of the implementation of the initiative for establishment
of Youth Cooperation Offices between North Macedonia and Greece. It is organized by Youth
Alliаnce -Krushevo sponsored by the German Embassy in Skopje and the Embassy of the United
States of America in Skopje in cooperation with the Municipality of Valandovo and network of
partners from Greece. YOUTH COOPERATE - YOUTH PARTY!

EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
SEPTEMBER,2021
TOWN TWINING ACTIVITY "BUILDING EUROPE AT HOME"
Within the project "Building Europe at Home"
during September we organized a two-day
networking event - Town Twining Activity.
From September 9 until September 10, the
municipality of Amyntaio, Greece was the
point that gathered more than 100 relevant
stakeholders from the municipality of Karpos,
North

Macedonia

and

the

municipality

of

Amyntaio, Greece who discussed the potential
of bilateral cooperation for local economic and
cultural development.
The participants from both countries

shared good practices about civic participation and

engagement for building Europe at home. In addition, the activity contributed to raise capacities
of the municipalities for empowering their citizens to take proactive role in shaping future of
their municipalities, region and Europe.
The project “Building Europe at Home” is recognizing the need of town twining activities in
fostering cooperation between the citizens. This project is supported by the "Europe for Citizens"
program of the European Commission , and is a result of the cooperation between the "Youth
Alliance " and the Association of Active Youths of Florina ”.

EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
SEPTEMBER, 2021
CONFERENCE "FUTURE OF EUROPE"

The Citizens Dialogue for the Future of Europe was an unique opportunity for citizens from
Greece and North Macedonia to be part of an extraordinary democratic event that gave
them the opportunity to share their thoughts and their dreams for the common European
future.
The event took place on 27th of September 2021 as a hybrid event and gathered more than
100 participant in 6 dialogue points from both countries. MEPs from Greece and North
Macedonia, Regional Government officials and officials of the Committee of the Regions
participated in the neighbors talk about environment, climate change and regional
developments. The discussion contributed to explore new efficient and innovative ways to
create a greener future but also to involve directly citizens on the issue of environmental
protection. It was concluded that for development of our regions, there is need for a green
transition support for a sustainable and green development.
The event gave the opportunity to the citizens from both countries to collaborate and to be
an example of friendship, and in the same time attracting the local and the regional media
and creating awareness regarding EU and the Dialogue for the Future of Europe.
In case you have missed the neighbors talk about environment, climate change and regional
development you can find it on the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=r77XdlEmE38

MY PERSONAL STORY: EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
Bojana Vaskov, Kristijan popovski and akis dimitriou

Bojana Vaskov, NORTH MACEDONIA
"I managed to meet a number of ambitious young people, who I believe will be future
drivers, each in his own field. Collaborations of this type enable the building of a
network of contacts, which in the future will be the basis for any form of advancement."

Kristijan Popovski, NORTH MACEDONIA
"It was an experience that will be truly remembered. Not because we"took a walk" or
because we were staying in a nice hotel, but because I had the opportunity through
friendship and conversation to understand how similar we can be to our neighbors and
that there are a number of social problems that are equally present in both countries and
affect us."

Akis dimitriou, Greece
"I met many young people of different ages, tasted local delicacies and contributed in my
own way to tree planting and garbage collection from public places and I developed my
personality, As I had the opportunity to chat and share a great variety of different
information / experiences with people from different cultural backgrounds. I want to
express my warmest thanks to Youth Alliance and Active Youths and also to all of the
organizers for this interesting intercultural meeting called “Experiencing Cooperation”
that took place in Valandovo".

www.c4cf.org
c4cf@youthalliance.org.mk
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